Abstract-Information fusion, especially for high dimensional multimedia data, is still an open research problem. In this article, we present a new approach to target this problem. Feature information interaction is an information-theoretic dependence measure that can determine synergy and redundancy between attributes, which then can be exploited with feature selection and construction towards more efficient information fusion. This also leads to improved performances for algorithms that rely on information fusion like multimedia document classification. We show that synergetic and redundant feature pairs require different fusion strategies for optimal exploitation. The approach is compared to classical feature selection strategies based on correlation and mutual information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia data processing received, in the last decade, a lot of attention by research communities due to the "multimediatisation" of the WWW as well as of private and professional data collections. Due to the multimodal nature of their input data, multimedia indexing, retrieval and classification systems have in their cores an essential need for information fusion. Over the last decades, the fusion of information with its various application areas has established itself as an independent research area but a general theoretic framework to describe information fusion systems is still missing [9] . The The work so far done on information fusion in multimedia settings may be divided into two main directions: (1) fusion of independent or complementary information by assuming or creating independence and (2) fusion of dependent information by exploiting their inhered statistical dependencies. Both approaches have been applied in multimedia processing problems equally successful -neither of this approaches is in general superior.
To circumvent the "curse of dimensionality" that hinders information fusion in high dimensional spaces characteristic to multimedia data, preprocessing techniques like feature selection and construction are often incorporated. Those algorithms try to determine relevant features and modalities towards the fusion goal with "feature relevance" meaning "optimality"
being still under discussion [8] .
Aligned to the second idea, we present an information fusion approach that is based on the prediction of optimal feature subsets out of all modalities using as a measure feature information interactions. It is an entropy-based dependence measure that is superior to traditional dependence ones due to its consistent definition, its global application to the whole feature set (instead of only looking at pairwise dependencies) and its targeting at linear as well as higher order statistical dependencies. Under [1] In [8] , wrapper methods for feature selection are presented that outperform filter approaches based on decision trees like RELIEFF. The main disadvantage of filter approaches is the ignorance of the effects of the feature selection on the induction algorithm performance. This is overcome by forward or backward searching in the feature subsets and evaluating their optimality by means of the induction algorithms accuracy.
More recent approaches include multidimensional projections to find complex logical feature relations (see e.g. [13] ). Research on how to calculate information-theoretic quantities efficiently for large dimensions with having only a little number of training data can be found in [14] .
Probably the most related work to ours is presented in [5] . In bio-informatics they already use feature relations (synergistic gene pairs) to improve microarray-based classification, which needs simultaneous profiling of thousands of genes with various conditions. Since the problem definition is very similar to our multimedia document classification tasks (high dimensionality, small number of training data, low level features), we started to investigate its application in multimedia settings.
III. FEATURE INFORMATION INTERACTION
Interactions are a multivariate, information-theoretic based feature dependence measure [6] , [7] . Before The k-way interaction information as found in [6] for a subset S C X of all attributes X = {X1,X2,...,X} is 
H(A, B) + H(A, C) + H(B, C) -H(A) -H(B) -H(C) -H(A, B, C). (4)
According to this definition, 3-way information interaction will be only zero iff A and B are conditionally independent in the context of C, because then I(A; B C) = I(A; B). So it gives only the information exclusively shared by all three attributes.
Information interactions as defined here are stable and unambiguous, since adding new attributes does not change already existing interactions, but only adds new ones. Furthermore they are symmetric and undirected between attribute sets.
In general, two levels of interactions are important: (1) relevant non-linearities between the input attributes I(A; B; C), which can be used in unsupervised learning and (2) Hence, it can capture higher order statistical dependencies, but is not taking into account the context of the other variables, the pairwise interactions. This way, multi-information overfits the k-way mutual information by counting redundant feature dependencies several times.
An important characteristic of feature information interactions is that it can result in positive and negative values. To information theoreticians, negative mutual information has no meaning. In [6] , [7] , an interpretation towards differentiating different basic types of feature interactions is given and is presented in the following subsections in more detail.
A. Positive interaction: Synergy
In case of positive interaction, it can be said that the process benefits from an unexpected synergy within the data. In statistics, this phenomena is also known as mioderating effect and is discussed since a long time. Synergy occurs when A and B are statistically independent, but get dependent in the context of C as is symboled in figure 1 . In the ordinary graph of the variables and their feature interactions, this is depicted by small pairwise relations between I(A, C), I(B, C) and I(A, B) which are in sum smaller than the 3-way interaction _I(A, B, C). In [6] , this type of interaction is described as observational, because the relationships between the features can only be found by looking at all of them at once. For each of the 5 sets, we calculated the dependence measures, absolute correlation, mutual information, 3-way feature interaction, 3-way multi information, 4-way feature interaction and 4-way multi information, on the unsupervised input (the input conditioned on the class label) and the supervised input (where we use the class label as an input variable). The results are given in Table 1 . We give the maximum dependency values (between brackets) and the associated feature numbers for the non-negative and pairwise measures as absolute correlation, mutual information and the multi-information. For the kway feature information interaction, we give the minimum and maximum values, if they exist, with their associated feature numbers For this first two tasks the features 1, 2, 3 are dependent on the class label and all should be found by the measures.
As is clear from the data creation, the unsupervised input task for the AND and OR task are unsolvable. The AND, AND 25 and AND 50 task is solved easily by nearly all dependence measures. This is because even though the problem has three dependent attributes, it can be divided in pairwise subproblems e.g. the relation between two dependent attributes or the relation between one dependent attribute and the class label and thus is solvable by pairwise dependence measures.
Regarding synergy and redundancy, we see that the 3-way feature information interaction determines most and with different feature selection algorithms
The mean average precision over the runs and classes of the Washington collection are given in Table 3 The results for class 19 of the Washington collection are shown in Figure 5 for one to ten feature pairs. The hierarchical fusion on the full feature set (all) is outperformed by the feature construction based on synergetic features (fconstsyn) on four and more feature pairs. The redundant feature pairs (fconstred) perform much worse, hence redundancy cannot be exploited by feature construction. 
